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to the filing of this brief has been granted by counsel for
all parties and has be1en filed with the Clerk.

lF is a nonprofit, tax-exempt corporation organized and
existing under the laws of California for the purpose of
engaging in litigation in matters affecting the broad public
interest. Policy for the Paacifte Legal Foundation is set by
a Board of Trustees composed of concerned citizens, the
Majority of whom are attorneys, The Board evaluates the
merits of any contemplated legal action and authorizes such
legal action only where the Foundation's position has broad
support within the general community. The PLF Board has
authorized the filing of this brief.

At the present tine, PLF counsel are representing
plaintiffs and appellees Associated General Contractors of
California, et al., in several actions before this Court, Nos.
78110, 7-1114, 78-1382, 7-107, 78-1442, which, like the
present case, challenge the validity of the minority business
enterprise quota of the Public Works E'mployment Act of
1977. This Court has, as of now, taken no action in the
above designated ease. PLF, therefore, wishes to take this
opportunity to present it- views in regard to the quota pro-
visions and to argue that, as applied to this ease, the guar-
antees of the United States Constitution prohibit such
preferences,

QPZZUQGT8 BELOW
The opinion of the United States District Court for the

Southern District of New York is reported at 443 F. Snpp.
2 (S.D.NA. 1977), and the opinion of the United States
Court of Appeals, Second Cireuit is reported at 584 F2d
600 (2d Cir. 1978).

| 1 16
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STATEMENT O' TE CASR

On May 13, 1977, Congress enacted the Public Works

Employment Act of 1977 (hereinafter Act or PWEA),

Pub. L No. 95-28, amending the Local Public Works Capi-

tal Development and Investment Act o 1976, 42 U.S.C.

4 6701, et seq. The amienciuents, among other things, in-

eluded a provision which required that at least 10% of the

dollar value of each project grant be expended with certain
minority business enterprises. On May 27, 1977, the Sec-

retary of Commerce issue regulations implementing mi-

nority business enterprise (hereinafter MBE) preference.

These regulations restated the statutory requirement that

no grant would be made under the Act unless at least 1 0%

of the grant amount is expended with minority tasiness

enterprises. 42 Fed. Reg. 27,434-35 (May 27, 1977).

Numerous challenges werim made in United States dis-

trict courts to the constitutional and statutory permissi-

bility of the MBE provision of PWEA. Three district eonitt

found the M BE to be unconstitutionaL, either on its face or

as applied. Associated General Co'tractors of California r,

Hecretary of Commerce, 441 F. Supp. 955 (C.D. Cal. 1977):

Right Farme Construction, Inc. v. IKreps, 444 F. Supp.

1023 (D. Vt. 1977); Montana Coitraetors' Asaociatios 1.

Secretary of Commerce, 460 F. Supp. 1174 (D Mont, 1978).

In the present case, both the United States Distriet Court

for the Southern District of New York and the United

States Court of Appeals, Seceod Cirmuit, found the pro-

vision to be valid. Fultitore r. Kreps, 443 F. Supp. 253

(S.D.N.Y. 1977); P1tav'ore r. Kreps, 584 F2d 600 (2d (ir.

1978). This Court must now determine whether these rul-

ngs were proper. It is the position of amicus curiae Pacific
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Legal Foundation that, in upholding the MBE preference,
the courts belot failed to apply properly the standards
required by this Court for cases in which governmental
activity is challenged for failure to comply with the equal
protection and due process guarantees of the United States
Constitution. It is further the position of amincus curiae that
the courts below erred in not finding the MBE preference
hi violation of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,
42 U.S.C. 4 2000, et segf

ARGUMENT

T

THE MBE PR EIENOCE IN THE PUBLIC WORKS
EMPLOYMENT ACT OF 1977 VIOLATES TEI CON-

STITUTIONAL GUARANTEIS OF DUe PROCESS
AND EQUAL PROTECTION

Section 103(f) (2) of the Public Works Fsmployment
Act of 1977, 42 U.Q.C. i 6705(f)(2), requires that.

"Except to the extent that the Secretary determines
otherwise, no grant shall he made under this chapter
for any local public vorks project less the applicant
gives satisfactory assurance to the Secretary that at
least 10 per centum of the amount of each grant shall
he expended for minority business enterprises. For
purposes of this paragraph, the term 'minority busi-
ness enterprise' means a business at least 50 per cem-
tun of which is owned by minority group members or,
in the ease of a publie1y ownedl biuiness, at least 51
per centum of the stock of which is owned by minority
group members. For the purposes of the pre edig
sentence, minority group members are eitiz ens of the
United States who are Negroes, Spanlish-speadng,
Oientals, Indianas, Eskimos and Aleuts."



The primary issue in this case is whether this Act violates

the equal protection, due process, and other guarantees of

the United States Constitution. The issue of the constitu-

tionality of a federal statute which grants a preference to

selected minority groups is clearly one that this Court has

never before reached. However, as with many questions

of first impression, the Court is not, in this case, without

an excellent map established by the principles of prior

decisions, which plainly set forth the route to the fal

decision.

It is established that the Fourteenth Amendment guar-

antees of equal protection apply, by way of the Fifth

Amendment's Due Process Clause, in cases of federal

action. Washinsgion v. Davis, 426 U .S. 229, 239 (1976). It

is also clear that classifications, such as the one at issue in

the present case, which are based on race or national origin,

are inherently suspect and subject to the most strict seru-

tiny under an equal protection analysis. Loviinsg v. irgnia,

88 U.S 1, 9, 11 (1967). The fact that a state action disa

criminates against persons not traditioually termed "minor-

ities" does not alter the scrutiny required when a court

examines elassiffcations based on race or national origin.

Civil Rights Cases, 109 U.S. 3, 24 (1883) ; Yick Wo v. H op-

kitws, 118 U.S. 356, 369 (1886); Begents of the University

of Cd.iforaia v. Bakke, 46 U.S.L.W. 4896, 4904 (1978)

(opinion of Powell, J.).

Furthe., it is settled that when a law establishes a Fla

ifioation which is subject to strict scrutiny, the goear-

ment imposing the classification must show the law is

"'necessary to promote a Gomvelling gover-rnental inter-

I
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est." Dann . Blaomstein, 405 U.S. 330, 342 (1972). As this
Court made explicit in Dunai r. Blaute n, 405 U.S, at 343

"It is not sufficient for the State to show that dura-
tional residence requirements further a very substan-
tial state interest. Li pursuing that important interest,
the State cannot choose means that unnecessarily bur-
den or restrict constitutionally protected activity. Stat-
utes affecting constitutional rights must be drawn with
'precision,' [citations omitted], and must be 'tailored'
to serve their legitimate objectives. Shapiro v. Thomp-
son, supra, at 631, 22 L Ed 2d at 613. And if there are
other, reasonable ways to achieve those goals with a
lesser burden on constitutionally protected activity, a
State may not choose the way of greater interference.
If it acts at all, it must choose 'less drastic means.'

These established principles, when applied to the facts
of this case, demonstrate that MBE quotas in PWEA
unconstitutionally abridge the rights guaranteed to the
petitioners by the United States Constitution.

A. The MBE Preference Has Not Been Shown to Serve
a Compelling State Interest

At the heart of the decision upholding the Act's MBE
quota is the finding that "under the most exacting standard
of [equal protection] review the MBE provision passes
constitutional muster." Fallilove, 584 F.2d at 603. In
making this determination, the court correctly recognized
that it must inquire into whether the MBE provision served
a compelling state interest and noted that the provision "is
permissible only if it is a remedy for past discrinia-
tion," lId
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In holding that a remedial preference can fulfill a com-

pelling state need, the Court of Appeals specifically

endorsed and relied upon the reasoning of Justice Powell

in Bakke. The issue in Bakke, coneerning the pormis ability

of a 16% set-aside for minority medical school applicants,

is strikingly similar to the issue presented in this case. In

IBakke, Justice Powell's opinion constituted the determina-

tive factor in holding the set-aside invalid. While Justice

Powell did consider that the remedying of past discrimina-

tion might serve as a compelling justification for a minority

preference, he elaborated:

"We have never approved a classification that aids

persons perceived as members of relatively victimized

groups at the expense of other innocent individuals

in the absence of judicial, legislative, or administrative
findings of constitutional or statutory violations.

[Citations omitted.] After such findings have been
made, the governmental interest in preferring mem-
bers of the injured groups at the expense of others is

substantial, since the legal rights of the victims must
be vindicated. In such a case, the extent of the injury
and the consequent remedy will have been judicially,
legislatively, or administratively defined. Also, the
remedial action usually remains subject to continuing

oversight to assure that it will work the least harm
possible to other innocent persons competing for the
benefit. Without such findings of constitutional or
statutory violations [footnote omitted], it cannot be
said that the government has any greater interest in

helping one individual than in refraining from harming
another. Thus, the government has no compelling ju st-
fication for inficting such harm. [Footnote omitted.]"
Bakke, 46 U.L.W. at 4906-07.
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Thus, in order for the M13 quota in PWEA to be
justified as meeting a compelling state need, the quota must
he shown to he based on specie findings of past discrimina-
tion against -MBs preferred by the Act. While the Court
of Appeals appears to recomiize this requirement, its
analysis of the congressional action preceding the adoption
of the quota and its determination that "Congress acted
upon sufficient evidence o past discrimination," Fllilove,
584 F.2d at 600t reveals a misunderstanding of the issues
involved.

Briefly, the Court of Appeals found that in adopting the
MBE provision of PWEA, Congress, because of its special
competence, innst he presumed to have intended to remedy
past discrimination and that the quota would "[make] no
sense unless it is construed as a set-aside to benefit minority
contractors." Id. at 604 (footnote o ittedy It also held
that although there were no explicit congressional findings
of past liscrimination, this cold he overlooked because
knowledge of the history of discrimination in the construe-
tion industry was well established in the winds of the
members of Congrees. In addition the court construed as
findings a one sentence comment referring to economic and
social diasernination in the national business system con-
tained in a report prepared by a subieonnittee on a mat-
ter unrelatec to the 3ME provision. Id. at 605-06i, n.10.

The errors of the Court of Appeals' determinations
become clear when the evidence of congressional activity
surrounding the passage of the MBE preference is care-
fully examined and when the pertinent law is applied to
this 'vidteince. To begin, the issue here is not really the
authority of Congress to provide a remedy for past dis-
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elimination under the provisions of the Thirteenth and

Fourteenth Amendments. Quite clearly, there is congres-

sional authority for that purpose. Katenbiack r. Morgan,

384 U.S. 641 (1966); Jones r. Alfred 1. Mayer Company,

392 U.S. 401) (1968). However, this authority is limited

by the fact that Congress, like all other governmental

agencies, is prohibited from denying persons the eonatit-

tional guarantees of due process and equal protection.

Katzenbach r. Morgan, 384 U.S. at 650. In cases involving

minority preferences, these guarantees are protected by

requiring legislative findings of discrimination against

minorities before a preference is allowed. Bakke, 46

U.S.L.W. at 4906-07; Wright Farms Construction, Inc. i.

K reps, 444 F. Supp. at 1038-39.

To recognise, as Justice Powell has done in Bakke, 46

U.S.L.W. at 4906 n.41, that Congress has special aom-

petence "to make findings with respect to identified past

discrimination and its discretionary authority to take

appropriate remedial measures" is indeed appropriate.

However, it is a -jusntum leap from here to assuming, as

the Court of Appeals did in this case, that Congress must

be presumed to have made nadings. There is a total absenee

of any congressional findings of identified past discriznin

tion or constitutional or statutory violations against MBl's

assisted by the preference in PWEA. The legislative

history of the preference, which is conuned to several pages

in the congressional record, is devoid of any references

to past discrimination. The most that can be said here is

that proponents of the measure felt that minority busi-

neses were underrepresented among those eompaniee

reeeivi ng federal contracts. 123 Cong. Ree. 14S6-47 (1977)
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(ltearks of Rep. Mitchell'). This notation of uderrepre-
sentation quite clearly cannot support a ndlng of dieri=
nation, Waaksipton r; Doria, 426 U.S. 229 (1976),

Similarly, there is nothing in the congressional history
of the preference in general, nor specifically in the state-
ments of its proponents, whieh would idicate an intent
to remedy generalized past diaerimination, even though
speife findings had not been made. The goal to which the
proponents refer is only that minorities be given some
hypothetical "fair share"' of government contracts. 128
Cong. Rec. H1440 (1977) (Remarks of Rep. Biaggi).
Proportional parity is not required by the Constitution.
Indeed, without more it is prohibited. Washingtos v. Davis,
" pra.

Also, it is apparent that the section of the report of
the House Subeommittee on Small Bainese Adinistra-
ion Oversight and Minority Businss Enterprise (herein-

after Subcommittee Report) relied upon by the Court of
Appeals cannot be considered to be the type of ndings
required bvy Justice Powell in Bakke to support a minority
preference. The quoted section contains no reference to the
identifiedd past discrinination" mentioned by Juatee
Powell. The section merely notes past social and economic
discrimination in the "business system" and observes that,
"minorities, until recently, have not participated to any
measurabe extent, in our total business system generally,

Ii Aociated Gneiral Conractre o Calforna o. Secretary of
Cenmmeros, 441 F. Supp. 965, 909 ( . a. 1977), the court
qnastioned whether thbes statants could be con red legie-lative hatory, Rtbher, the court cractezed the rem ts as
merely "debate rhetoric of a partisan" Sao also, Monttn, Con-
trators' Aoman .n $rtortcy of Conmnrae, 460 F. Supp. 11741178-79 n..
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or in the oonstrnetion industry, h partlentar."' Ft'i14ve,

584 F.2d at 60 (emphasis omitted). There is absolutely no

evidence that the report was considered by Congress

during passage of PWEA's MBE provision or that the

10% quota was in any manner intended to remedy this

past diacrimination. Montaon Cotractors' aseooiation V.
Secretary of Commerce, 460 F. Supp. 1174, 1178-70 nA (D.

Mont. 1978). Therefore, the "record" of MBE preference

in PWEA is totally devoid of fings of statutory or

constitutional violations against minority controlled eon-

strietion business.

This absence is ermelal inseamuh as Justie PoweU has

stressed,

"Before relying upon these sort of endings [of di-
crimiatioa] in establishing a racial classileatlio a

governmental body must have the authority and
eapability to establish, in the record, that the elassi-
Ileation is responsive to identified discrimination."
BlAke, 46 U2.LW. at 4007 (emphasis added).

In the present ease, the lack of speais findings of prior

diserinaatin destroys any "capability to establisa, in the

record," that the MBE program was respoxsive to this

problem,

It is also emphasized in Justice Powell's opinion in

Bakke that ia order to validate a minority preference, find

tugs of statutory and constitutional violations constitmting

ciesriminationmst be made prior to the preference's

formulation and implemntatio. It is also clear that post

hoc jnsti1catiots, pree4iptated by a legal Ohauleng, il not

nphold a preference. Bakke, 46 U.S.L.W. at 4l08 m.4;

Depatrtn eq t of Gen eral Bervices i. Stperi or Coawrt, S5 CaL
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App. 3d 273, 284 (1978). In the instant case, al that exists
are attempts at post hoc justification of MBW preferenfe.'

Furthermore, it is clear from the evidence to which the
trial court refers that even the past hoc justifieations of
MBE preference presented there cannot support its valid-
ity. First, the Subeowinittee Report speaks only in terms
of generalizations. Ifiove r. Kreps, 443 F. Supp. at 295.
More importantly, ho ever, the only witness for the gov-
ernment at trial did not indicate any prior discrimination,
but rather lack of it. Specifially, this witness concededd on
eross examination that he kne of no concerted effort by
construction contractors to discriminate against minority
business enterprises in the City of New York." I ttailove i
fK reps, 443 F. Supp. at 260 n.16. Thus, taking a basis in
specific findings of past discrimination, the IMB preference
in P\WEA cannot pass onstitutional muster as fulAiling a
compelling state interest.

B. The MBE Quota Has Not Boen Shown to Be Newcs-
sary Nor Rae It Been Showy to Be the Least In-
trsive Meth*od of Serving This Interest

Amies has argued that a compelling state interest can-
not be erved by the MBE quota at issue here because it

As related In the text, the lalive story of the MBE preer-ence indicates only a statement, on the part of the preference pro-
poe ts, of minoity underrepresentation in business and a desire
o give minorities a hypothetical 'fair share" of federal contmcts.23 Cong. Rlec. 141440 (1977) (Remrks of Rp. Biaggi). There is
no evidence of fhdings of disrbiiatian made by Congress prior to
eascdng the preference. The only "speoafic" referee on whiah the
Court of Appeals relies is the Subcomnkttee Report on smal andminority business (Fuloos v. Kroe 584 F72d 600, 606 (2d O.1978)). Since there is no record of thos teing bore Congress at thetime of conatderation of the MBlE preference, it was apparently not
uineated ntil respondents attempted to justify the quota at triaL
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is not a remedy for past discri inatio based uponi speife

ending of constitutinal or statutory violatiDa cOanistIng

of discriination against minority bnesses. Even asm-

ing arguendo that there had been some generdlsed die-

erimination and knowledge of this on the part of Congress.

these factors eould not, in this cae, be applied to support

the validity of the MBE quota. Governmental action sub-

sect to strict scrutiny cannot be upheld solely on the bass

that it meets a compelling state need; it mast also be shown

to be strictly "tailored" to serve legitimate objectives. Fur-

ther, the government in serving the compellig state

interest must choose means which are the least r strictive

of constitutional rights. Inti v, Blinstein, 405 U.S. at 343.

In the co text of the present ease:

[-]Uf previous dizeri mination is cne of the factors juLs-
tfying a selection, [of a group for minority prefer-

mice ) then, gen rally speaking, the in elusion of mem-

bers in the group who have not been victims of dis-

erimination would not serve the public interest. By
the same token, if to remedy the damage done or to

promote racial equality a law is enacted which includes

individuals upon whom those factors have not oper-

ated, then the remedy has not been precisely tailored."

Montana Contiractors' Aaociation 't. 3ecretary of
Corn vverce, 460 F. Sapp, at 1177.

The MBE quota here at issue makes no p rovision for
aiding only minority group members who were victims of

prior discrimination. Further, it even fails to mke pro-

vision for implementation in areas where alleged diserimi-

nation has taken place or to make provision for utintlon

with respect to oontraetors who h ave practiced ditcrimina-
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tion,' It therefore cannot be viewed in any way to be strictly
tailored to meet the legitimate remedial objective. Asso-
ciated Gener& Contractors of Caiforia v. Secretary of
Commerce, 441 F. Supp. at 965.

In actuality, it might even be doubted whether the MBE
preference in I\P A could he said to be tailored in any
way so that a remedial ohjective cold lie carried out.
Minet the preference contained no criteria of previous dis-
crindmation, there was no requirement that minority firm
ap proved to fulfill the quota be victims of discrimination.
As practice has s own, the lack of this retirement has
indeed served to benefit many who could not be considered
diseriminatees under any definition of the term. General
Areounting (tOice, Report to the Congress of the UWited
States: Minority Firms On Ltocal Public Works Projects--
Mired Results. January 16, 1979, at 25-30 (hereinafter
GAO Report).

Just as respondents could not show that the MBE quota
in PWEA is strictly tailored to met a remedial objective,
neither could they show that there are no other reasonable
ways to achieve remedial goals which might he less rest rie-

ti e of petitioners' constitutional rights.

Imposing a ra ial preference in the form of a gnota is a
most dra tic measure. Kirkland t. Ve, York State Depart-

eu! rf Correclioad S errices, 520 F.2d 420, 427 (2d Cir.
19)75. Thus it would have to he very lear that there were

'If Congress had been attied to iding specify vetms of actual
discriiado .tlc in being the IMME pree r enca in FWEA it iniqut
unlakely that tprefereco would ha eated to at Current
pe idoners. That is the o"s because, even when ' nte oppor-
tunyt to fuStify the MBE prefer ice after the ct, respardants

kl produce no evidence of d arka:in.try aatMty by peSptpon$ersQ.
PtUSdoes o mKrap, 4483 F. Supp. 26, 260 a' .16 ( .D.N.Y". 1977).
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no reasonable alternatives available in the present ease in

order to justify the quota'a use. This clarity simply does

not exist. On the contrary, it is apparent that alternative

means for aiding minority business, even assuming past

discriminatin, were readily available to the government.

The means which most readily come to mind are, of coarse,

utilization and improvement of the Small Business Admin-

istration program authorized under 15 U.S.C. 44 631, et seg.

The GAO Report images clear that these museana could have

indeed been utilized more effectively, even in conjunction

with the MBE program. GAO Report at 30-82. See caao,

Asociated General Coitraton of California r. Secretary

of Commerce, 441 F. Supp. at 965-66I

it is also apparent th at OCegress itself was aware of

means Less intrusive than the strict 10% quota upheld by

the Court of Am als. During the second session of the 9th

Congress, detailed consideration was given to institution

of an MBE preference which, although stated in terms of

a quota, would not he absolute in regard to percentage and

vould be geared to MBB availability. Asociated Co-

tractors of Caiforixa v. Secretary of Comnerce, 469

F. Supp. 766. 775 (C.D. Cal. 1978). Although such a sliding

quota, without more, might be anbjet to attack on equal

protection grounds were it not remedial and based on ind-

ings of discrimination, the fact that it is available indiBates

that a nationwide 10% preference is ure asonably burdem-

some.

In uphiolding the constitutionality of PWEA's MBE

quota the Coart of Appeals appears to give consideration
to the requirement that governmental action subj eet to

triet scrutiny nist not on fulfill a copt -ll~1~'.r state

interest, but m t also m eat additional test. Howe er, ti
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place of the requirements that such action must be strictly
tailored to fulfill legitimate objectives and minimally in-
traude into the constitutional rights of affected parties, the
Court of Appeals determined only that the action must
"not exceed the bounds of fttndam enta fair ." 'uk love,
534 10.2d at 607, This determination is completely at odds
with the equal protection standards set forth by this Court
in Dun r. Blumein, supra

Further, it is difcult to transfer and utilize the fuada-
tuental fairness concept to which Justice Powell referred
in Frans r. Bowmn Trans port aion Com.pcwry 424 U,8.
747 (1976), to the quota at iapne in the present case in that
Franks, as a Title VII case, did not even consider equal
protection standards as applied to state action.

Therefore, if the well established equal protection stand-
ards elucidated in Dw n r. Blsumestin, supra, are to be
altered, this alteration cannot be made based upon reason-
ing in a case which does not even consider auch standards,.
Thus, the Court of Appeals erred when it engrafted funda-
mental fairness concepts onto a strict equal protection
analysis.

The Court of Appeala commits further error when it
attempts to minimise the effects of the MBf' quota upon
nonninority businesses. The court reasons:

"Considering that noaminority businesses have bene-
ftted in the past by not having to compete against
minority businesses, it is not inequitable to exclude
them from competition for this relatively small aiomnt
of business for the short time that the program has to
rn" Fut io e, 584 F2d at 608.*

derx the MBE paference in ?WEA, nonmnority businesses
have b ldd fro 0$400 riloen werth of eoatas,
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This reassnag primary ignores the fast that the eqwd

proteetlon guarastees of the Consitution apply to ndivid-

als not groups, Skelly v. Kraener, 334 3.8, 1, 22 (1947).

Thas, even were generalsed diacrimnation to be assmed

here, this cno't jastify the adverse effects of peeferental

relief upon those who have not dierdninatei. This Is in

itself inequitable and indeed impermissible rhen the pifer-

e tial reuet is not, as is not in the prese t eadse irted

toward aiding speete vie tis of deitina on. Bakke, 46

U.S.L.W. at 4904, 400. Further, the assuwmpdion that peti-

tieners, or any specific naiminority business, have bene-

fited from, or achieved their current positions, a a result

of nAority caeritmination, thus reducing the inequity of

the MBlE quota, is an unwarranted assumption which abn-

ply cannot be made. 14. at 4902 nS.

Tfl MHZ QUOTA IS AN UNOONSTIT1TTI&NAL BILL
OF ATTAINDER
The MBE quota raises serious qeatdoi under article

1, section 9 of the lUnited States Constitution which pro-

hib ts the euaet-nent of bills of attainder.' The eonstitu-

tional proh ibition against bills of attala dar has been

examined by this Court infrequently. however, in 1866 the

Court ezaamined a portion of the Missouri Costitutlon

which required persons to tcake an oath of loyaty as a

prerequisite to practicing a profesion or holding a posi-

tion of "honor, trust or proft" in the state. C-atnmi gs 'V.

Missocri, 71 U.S. (4 Wald) 27, 317 (1867). In fiodfag' that

'Article , Secttna 9, Clause 3 of the US. Constitution proi ds:
No 1l of Attadindr or ex post facto Law shll be passed.
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the oath requirements constituted a prohibited bill of
attainder, this Court in Cum mings reviewed the historical
and philosophical derivations of bills of attainder. In so
doing, the Court set forth sta dards, de :ing a bill of
attainder as "a legislative act, which inflicts punishment
without a judicial trial." Id. at 2. Punishment was
broadly defined by the Court in the following manner

"The deprivation of any rights, eivil or political, pre-
viously enjoyed, may be punishment; the aironmstances
attending and the causes of the deprivation determine
this fact. Disqualincation from office may be punish-
ment, as in cases of conviction upon impeachment.
Disqualifcation from the pursuits of a lawful avoea-
tion, or from positions of trust, or from the priviege
of appearing in the cents, or acting as executor,
administrator or guardian, may also, and often has
been, imposed as punishmentt" Id. at 320-21.

The evil of this type of deprivation though legislative
action was clear. As the Court ini heated

"there would be legislative enactment creating the
deprivation without any of the ordinary forms and
guards provided for the security of the citizen in the
administration of justice by the established triiuals."
Id. at 324.

In addition to the element of punizbhment, the Court in
Cumi ngs establihed that to be prohibited as a bil of
attainder, a legislative enacbtnsit must also be speeifle. In
other words, it must single out or designate named indi-
viduals or aseertaisabie groups to bear the penalty of
the law.

The MBE provisions of PW EA co0tain both the
elwmen.i, punishiaent and specificity, of bilts of attaiader.

- '- - .- - ..| . - .-



It is a legislative enactment whieh applies to members of

an aseertainable group, aonminority contractors who wish

to work on specifte federally funded projeets. Under the

MBE provisions, general eontraetors are, witho-t more,

prevented from aessfully bdding for government work

unless they work witi certain designated groups. Non.

minority subeontractors are totay excluded from at least

10% of all the federal contracts awarded under the Act.

This type of requirement is alin to that held invalid in

Cummings wherein the provision challenged deprived cer-

tain persons of their choen livelihoods.

It is also similar and perhaps more closely related to

the federal statute which this Court examined in Unted

Stats v. Lovett, S28 U.S. 808 (1946). That statute specifA

caly prevented certain incividuals from holding govern-

ment employment by prohibiting appropriations for their

salaries. This Court had little difeity in finding the legis-

lation prohibited by the bill of attainder clause and stressed

its severity in excluding individuals from thieir chosen

employment. Id. at 316. While the exclusionary features

of the PWEA minority quota are not as severe as those

in either Ctemmiags or Lovett, the amount of exclusion or

punislent is material in determining whether legisla-

tion is proscribed as a bill of attainder. Unted States v,

Lovett, 328 U.S. at 324 (Frankfurter, J., Joncrring).

In meeting the doetnitional elements required for bius of

attander, the MBE quota forcefully illustrates the evils

toward which the bill of attaincler clause was directed. Tds

Court in Cunmig indicated the dangers of deprivation of

rights without the safaguards traditionally associated with
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the judicial process. The Court in Lovett elaborated upon
this in holding that the framers of the Constitution:

"intended to safeguard the people of this country from
punishment without trial by duly constituted courts.
[Citations omitted.] And even the courts to which this
important function was entrusted, were conmanded to
stay their hands until and unless certain tested safe-
guards were observed,. . .When our Constitution and
Bill of Rights were written, our ancestors had ample
reason to know that legislative trials and punishmets
were too dangerous to liberty to exist in the nation of
free men they envisioned. And so they proscribed bills
of attainder." Id. at 317-18

Tn the instant case, the nomninority individuals subject
to the MBE quota have had not even the benefit of a legis-
lative trial. Since there have been no findings of specific
past misconduct in the form of disci linination against
minorities and no attempt even made to make pch findings,
the excluded contractors have had no opportunity to show
either that there has been no misconduct at all or that they
themselves have not participated in it. They are simply
being asked to subi it to the penalty of exclusion. It is this
mute submission that the bill of attainder clause was
created to prohibit.

In United States r. Broew,, 381 U.S 487 (1965), this
courtt again dealt with a challenge that a certain federal
enactment violated the constitutical prohibition against
bills of attainder. In ruling that the statute was invalid,
the Court, as it had done in the past, examined the philoso-
phies of the men who created the Tnited States Constitu-
tion. In quoting from the writings of Alexander Hamilton,
the Court iluminated yet another danger of allowing the



Legislature to penalize certain individuals without pro-
viding ad qnate safeguards

"'Nothing is more common than for a free people,
in times of heat and violence, to gratify momentary

passions, by letting into the government principles
and precedents which afterwards prove fatal to them-
selves. Of this kind is the doctrine of disqualification,
disfranchisement, and banishment by acts of the legis-
lature. The dangerous consequences of this power are
manifest. If the legislature can disfranchise any num-
ber of citizens at pleasure by general descriptions, it
may soon confine all the votes to a small number of

partisans, and establish an aristocracy or an oligarchy;
if it may banish at discretion all those whom particular
ciremnstances render obnoxious, without hearing or
trial, no man can be safe, nor kmow when he may be
the innocent victim of a prevailing faction. The name

of liberty applied to such a government, would 1e a

mockery of common sense.'"' Id. at 444 (footnote
omitted).

A minority quota sueh as that included in PWEA

aptly illustrates the exclusionary dangers which Alexander

Hamilton feared. In fact, writing almost 200 years after

Hanilton, Justice Douglas, dissenting in De Ftwis v. Ode-

gaard, 416 U.S. 312, 341-43 (1974), aliuded to many of the
same reservations w hen discussing a minority quota for

law school admissions. Justies Douglas noted that quotas

for one group can evolve into quotas for all and that prefer-

ential policies may well carry stigmatization as severe as

active discriminatio. These dangers cogently illustrate

that while quotas may indeed "gratify momentary pas-
sions" of political expediency, they may well establish

"principles and precedents which afterwards prove fatal

to themselves"
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III

THI MBE PROGRAM IN THE PUBLIC WORKS EM-
PLOYMENT ACT OF 1977 IS IN VIOLATION OF
TITLE VI OF THE CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1964

The appellate decision in Fulitote dealt almost exelu-

sivelv with the court's views regarding the constitutional

permissibility of PWEA's MBE provisions. However, it

is also apparent that the court considered the preference

to be consistent with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of

1964, 42 U.$.C. (§ 2000(d), et seq.' Paitove, 584 F.2d at

608 n.15. In Bakke, Justices Stevens, Stewart, Rehnquist,

and the Chief Justice would have decided the case solely

on the basis of Title VI, stating that the statute must have

a "colorblind" application which prevents the exclusion of

any person from a federally funded program on the

round of race.

In concluding that Title VI would have invalidated the

University of California at Davis' medical school admis-

sions policy, the justiees reiterated:

"[The meaning of the Title VI ban on exclusion is
crystal clear: Race cannot be the basis of excluding
anyone from participation in a federally funded pro-
gran." Bakke, 46 U.SL.W. at 4935.

ia the present case, as in Bakke, it is apparent that an

alloted percentage of governmentally created benefits was

denied to nouminorities simply because of their race. This

tle VIof the Civil Bihts Act of 1964 provides:
*No person in the United States shall, on the ground of race,

color, or national odgi be excluded from participation in, be
dend the benefits , or be subjected to disc action under
any program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance."
42 U.S.C. S00(d).

10 6-13 14 4 - i i 1, p -ma. .u. a. . . ,. ..



similarity clearly indieates that the reasoning of Justices

Stewart, Rehnquist, Stevens, and the Chief Justice that

Title VI mandates a color-blind approach would fund the

MBE quota in PWEA to be in violation of Title VI. When

the opinion of Justice Powell in regard to Title VI is con-

sidered, the decision of a majority of the Court's members

neeeaitates a finding that the MBE preference violated

Title VI Justice Powell observed

examinationin of the voluminous legislative history of

Title VT reveals a congressional intent to halt federal
funding of entities that violate a prohibition of racial
discrimination similar to that of the Constitution." Id.

at 4900.

Therefore, in Justice Powell's opinion, if a federally funded

activity violates the Constitution's guarantees in regard to

racial treatment, it also violates Title VL As has been

discussed in detail above, the MBE preference of PWEA

clearly violates the guarantees of equal protection.

It is, therefore, apparent that the program ahalleuged

herein cannot sarvive a Title VI challenge when Title VI

is read in the manner in which a majority of the Bakke

court indicates it must be, And, as noted in Assaoiated

General Contractors of Califor na v Secretary of Coin-

merce, 441 F. Supp. at 9M6-69, the circumstances surround.

ing the adoption of the MBE quota in PWEA subordinate

that statute to the national policy expressed in Title VL1



OONOLUSION
Using the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Amendments as

bases, the representatives of the Ameriean people have
gradually passed legislation designed to eradicate racial
distinctions. See, e.g., Civil Rights Acts, 42 U.S.C. 441981,
et seq.; Civii Rights Acts of 1964, 42 U.S.C. 4 2000(a)
et .seq. The 10% MBE quota contained in PWEA
repreawnts a radical departure from this tradition. Instead
of elininating racial considerations from government
determinations, the quota stresses these considerations. It
is the position of amins that such a departure cannot be
made consistent with the guidelines of equal protection
which have evolved from the Fifth and Fourteenth Amend-
ments. Congress has failed to resort to studied action,
supported by detailed reasoning, and rather has sumanarily
approved a arbitrary quota bbed solely upou assertions
of several members that certain groups have been under-
represented in certain areas of the national scene. Ina-
much as the decision of the Court of Appeals in the present
case approved just such an arbitrary quota, it is respect-
fully subraitted that this Court reverse the decision below
and find the MBE quota here at issue statutorily and
on[stitutionally im permissible.

Respectfully submitted,
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